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The topic of Maxwell's equations and applications is always an interesting, though challenging area
for faculty and students. This paper outlines a fast and user-interactive MATLAB-based graphical
user interface (GUI) software for electromagnetic field calculations using a finite difference time
domain (FDTD) algorithm. The significant reduction in computation time is achieved through a
vector-based MATLAB algorithm, and additionally, the GUI user interface facilitates the understanding and modeling of electromagnetic field effects. This paper is primarily directed at teachers
and students involved in advanced electromagnetic and RF design studies at the graduate level, for
example, courses in microwave engineering, power engineering and biomedical engineering. Typical
electromagnetic simulation studies are presented in this paper to illustrate the efficacy and userfriendly nature of the software.

alike. Some of the specific areas and courses that
would benefit by this software are listed below.

INTRODUCTION
NUMERICAL CALCULATION and visualization of electromagnetic fields (EMF) and applications is essential in the graduate electrical
engineering or biomedical curriculum, especially
for students involved in study of electromagnetic
fields and electromagnetic field effects. Sophisticated algorithms [1±6] currently exist, which
can accurately simulate EMF interactions with
media, for example, the effects of EMF from
cellular phones on the human head. These algorithms use numerical techniques like FDTD,
method of moments and the method of finite
elements. Commercially available software, such
as Remcom's X-FDTD#, Ansoft's HFSS#,
Comsol's FEMLAB# are powerful but expensive,
and require advanced computing platforms, hence
being out of reach of many university budgets.
The EMF simulation MATLAB-based software
presented in this paper [7] is very suitable for
faculty and students involved in advanced graduate level microwave, power or biomedical curricula. The educational contribution and impact of
this paper, and its expected audience, are described
in the next section.

Microwave Engineering (senior undergraduate and
graduate level)
Specific areas within microwave engineering
curriculum that would be applicable are the
following:
. Generation and visualization of electromagnetic
fields of transmission line structures such as
antennas, coaxial lines, waveguide structures
and more currently, microstrip circuits. Applicable courses include the following:
± Transmission Lines and Fields (undergraduate)
± Microwave Engineering IÐAnalysis and
Passive devices (graduate)
± Microwave Engineering IIÐActive devices
(graduate)
Power Engineering (senior undergraduate and
graduate level)
Specific areas within Power Engineering curriculum that would be applicable are the following:
. Generation and visualization of electromagnetic
fields of electric generators, transformers and
power transmission lines. Applicable courses
include the following:
± Power System Laboratory (undergraduate)
± Power Electronics Laboratory (undergraduate)
± Advanced Power Electronic Systems Applications (graduate)
± Advanced Topics in Power Systems (graduate)

EDUCATIONAL BENEFIT OF SOFTWARE
FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC SIMULATION
The main goal of this contribution is to provide
an inexpensive but easily interactive electromagnetic simulation tool to teachers and students
* Accepted 2 April 2005.
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Biomedical Engineering (senior undergraduate and
graduate level)
Students studying practical radiology and radiotherapy courses will find this software very useful
in the following applications:
. Modeling of electromagnetic field (EMF) interaction with biological media. This would simulate, for example, the effects of cellular phone
radiation on human subjects in close proximity
[5, 6], which is an area of significant interest in
the present wireless age.
. Modeling and study of radiation therapy systems such as microwave hyperthermia [1, 4, 7],
which involves the application of focused microwave radiation to treat tumors in the body.
DETAILS OF MATLAB-BASED FDTD
SOFTWARE FOR EMF SIMULATION
The structure of the integrated FDTD simulation software program, presented in this paper, is
shown in Fig. 1. The main components of the
software, the FDTD simulation program and the
source/object models, are explained below.
FDTD simulation program
The FDTD simulation program, presented in
this paper, consists of 500 lines of MATLAB code
that was developed over many years at the California State University, Sacramento. The key
sequential steps in the FDTD based field calculation program are given below:
. Input fundamental constants, such as frequency
of operation, velocity of light, and electric/magnetic parameters of medium.
. Input cells per wavelength (at least 10 cells per
wavelength recommended)
. Input total number of time steps (usually taken
as 500)
. Input source center position w.r.t. origin (x-y-z
coordinates)
. Input distance between source and object (x-y-z
coordinates)
. Calculate the dimensions of the simulation space
(using parameters listed above)

Fig. 1. Block diagram of integrated EMF simulation software.

. Input source and object model (as a file
property. mat)
. Initialize electric and magnetic fields
. Start time loop
. Apply boundary conditions
. Update electric fields
. Update sources
. Update magnetic fields
. Calculate and plot electric field, specific absorption rate (SAR) or induced current density
values, over the simulation space.
Advantages of present FDTD calculation program
The most significant feature of this section of
the software is the vectorized form of programming in MATLAB. This advantage is illustrated
below, where two methods of programming are
compared, the first being a direct nested FOR
LOOP structure, and the second being the vectorized structure. Both these samples represent the
FDTD programming for the same calculation of
electric and magnetic fields. As seen from the two
samples of programming below, the FOR LOOP
programming approach has one time-stepping
loop, and three space-stepping loops, for the x-yz coordinates of space. On the other hand, the
vectorized programming approach uses only one
time-stepping loop, and the spatial-stepping is
done in parallel for all elements of the x-y-z
space vectors. In summary, the vectorized
approach is almost 12 times faster for 50 time
steps, and almost 30 times faster for 300 time steps.
Sample section of nested FOR LOOP
programming
for n=3:Nmax;
FOR loop for time increment
for k=2:Dmax;
FOR loop for z-axis increment
for j=2:Dmax;
FOR loop for y-axis increment
for i=2:Dmax;
FOR loop for x-axis increment
Hx(i,j,k,n)=
Hx(i,j,k,n-1) + Ey(i,j,k+1,n-1)
ÐEy(i,j,k,n-1)ÐEz(i,j+1,k,n-1)
+ Ez(i,j,k,n-1) );
Hy(i,j,k,n)=
(Hy(i,j,k,n-1) + Ez(i+1,j,k,n-1)
ÐEz(i,j,k,n-1)- Ex(i,j,k+1,n-1)
+ Ex(i,j,k,n-1) );
Hz(i,j,k,n)=
(Hz(i,j,k,n-1)+Ex(i,j+1,k,n-1)
-Ex(i,j,k,n-1)-Ey(i+1,j,k,n-1)
+Ey(i,j,k,n-1) );
Ex(i,j,k,n)=
Ca(i,j,k)*Ex(i,j,k,n-1)
+Cb(i,j,k)*(Hz(i,j,k,n-1)
-Hz(i,j-1,k,n-1)
-Hy(i,j,k,n-1)+Hy(i,j,k-1,n-1) );
Ey(i,j,k,n)=
Ca(i,j,k)*Ey(i,j,k,n-1)
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+Cb(i,j,k)*(Hx(i,j,k,n-1)
-Hx(i,j,k-1,n-1)
-Hz(i,j,k,n-1) +Hz(i-1,j,k,n-1) );
Ez(i,j,k,n)=
Ca(i,j,k)*Ez(i,j,k,n-1)
+Cb(i,j,k)*(Hy(i,j,k,n-1)
-Hy(i-1,j,k,n-1)
±Hx(i,j,k,n-1)+Hx(i,j-1,k,n-1) );
end;
end;
end;
end;
Sample section of vectorized programming:
for n=1:nmax;
FOR loop for time increment
ex(1:ie,2:je,2:ke,ncur)=
ca(1:ie,2:je,2:ke,1).
*ex(1:ie,2:je,2:ke,npr1)
+cb(1:ie,2:je,2:ke,1).
*hz(1:ie,2:je,2:ke,npr1)
-hz(1:ie,1:je-1,2:ke,npr1)
+hy(1:ie,2:je,1:ke-1,npr1)
-hy(1:ie,2:je,2:ke,npr1) );
ey(2:ie,1:je,2:ke,ncur)=
ca(2:ie,1:je,2:ke,1).
*ey(2:ie,1:je,2:ke,npr1)
+cb(2:ie,1:je,2:ke,1).
*hx(2:ie,1:je,2:ke,npr1)
-hx(2:ie,1:je,1:ke-1,npr1)
+hz(1:ie-1,1:je,2:ke,npr1)
-hz(2:ie,1:je,2:ke,npr1) );
ez(2:ie,2:je,1:ke,ncur)=
ca(2:ie,2:je,1:ke,1).
*ez(2:ie,2:je,1:ke,npr1)
+cb(2:ie,2:je,1:ke,1).
*(hx(2:ie,1:je-1,1:ke,npr1)
-hx(2:ie,2:je,1:ke,npr1)
+hy(2:ie,2:je,1:ke,npr1)
-hy(1:ie-1,2:je,1:ke,npr1) );
hx(2:ie,1:je,1:ke,ncur)=
da*hx(2:ie,1:je,1:ke,npr1)
+db*(ey(2:ie,1:je,2:kb,ncur)
-ey(2:ie,1:je,1:ke,ncur)
+ez(2:ie,1:je,1:ke,ncur)
-ez(2:ie,2:jb,1:ke,ncur) );
hy(1:ie,2:je,1:ke,ncur)=
da*hy(1:ie,2:je,1:ke,npr1)
+db*(ex(1:ie,2:je,1:ke,ncur)
-ex(1:ie,2:je,2:kb,ncur)
+ez(2:ib,2:je,1:ke,ncur)
-ez(1:ie,2:je,1:ke,ncur) );
hz(1:ie,1:je,2:ke,ncur)=
da*hz(1:ie,1:je,2:ke,npr1)
+db*(ex(1:ie,2:jb,2:ke,ncur)
-ex(1:ie,1:je,2:ke,ncur)
+ey(1:ie,1:je,2:ke,ncur)
-ey(2:ib,1:je,2:ke,ncur) );
end;
Source and object models
The source model represents the origin of the
electromagnetic field radiation, such as:
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. an incident plane wave from cellular, television
or radio sources;
. a single antenna, or an antenna array for medical therapy applications.
The object model represents the medium around
the source model, such as:
. lossless medium (air or vacuum);
. lossy media, for example, biological tissue of the
human body.
To use the FDTD method, a computational
domain must be specified, which includes both
the source and object models described above.
The computational domain, which is comprised
by a large number of small cells, is the space where
the simulation will be performed.
The Graphic Property Editor generates a
graphical user interface (GUI) for the user. The
GUI implementation facilitates a user to specify or
edit properties of any cell within computational
domain easily.
OVERVIEW AND FUNCTIONING OF THE
GRAPHIC PROPERTY EDITOR
The design of theGraphic Property Editor tool
was implemented using MATLAB [9] programming language. The design of the tool can be
divided into three subsections:
. `Main' window of the program, which is displayed when the MATLAB script is invoked
from the MATLAB command prompt.
. `Horizontal View' window.
. `Generation Matrix' window.
These sub-sections of the GUI program are
detailed in the sections below.
`Main' window
A `Main' window is displayed when the project
is run from the MATLAB command prompt by
typing `project' as shown in Fig. 2.
The main components of the `Main' window are
as given below:
. `X Length' and `Y Length' editable textboxes are
used to enter the dimensions of the new horizontal cross section view.
. `Enter initial Z value' editable textbox. In this
editable textbox, z-axis location of the first layer
of the horizontal cross section view is entered.
. `Enter Maximum number of layers you want to
enter' textbox. In this textbox, maximum
number of layers a user wants to create is
entered. A matrix structure, topviewCellProperties is created according to the dimension
entered in this textbox.
. `Top View' pushbutton. When the `Top View'
pushbutton is pressed, a window `Horizontal
View' is opened, which will be explained shortly.
. `Generate Matrix' pushbutton. When the `Generate Matrix' pushbutton is pressed, a matrix is
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Fig. 2. `Main' window.

Fig. 3. `Horizontal View' window.
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Fig. 4. `Set Properties' window.

created which contains x, y and z locations of
each cell, and their properties.
. `EXIT' pushbutton. When the `EXIT' pushbutton is pressed, all variables are cleared from the
workspace and `Main' window is closed.
`Horizontal View' window
The `Horizontal View' window is opened when
`Top View' pushbutton is pressed as shown in
Fig. 3. This window opens with an empty view if
the new view is being created or with the existing
view if the latter is being updated.
The `Horizontal View' window has the following
components:
. Rectangle cell area. A rectangle cell area contains all the cells whose properties can be set or
changed. Properties of any cell can be set or
changed by clicking the right mouse button on
that cell. When the right mouse button is pressed
on any cell, a popup menu with the following
items: `Set Properties', `Set Previous properties',
`Clear Cell Properties', `Repeat Previous View'
and with all the color options appears.
. `Set Properties' item. When `Set Properties'
menu item is clicked, a new window, `Set Properties' appears as shown in Fig. 4. In this
window, properties `Rho' (density), `Sigma'
(electrical conductivity) and `Epsilon' (relative
permittivity) can be entered.
. `Set Previous Properties' item. When `Set
Previous Properties' menu item is clicked an

appropriate cell is assigned the same properties
as the properties of the last edited cell.
. `Clear Cell Properties' item. When `Clear Cell
Properties' menu item is clicked, properties of
the appropriate cell are reset and the color of the
cell is changed to red, indicating that the cell's
properties have not been set.
. `Repeat Previous View' item. When `Repeat Previous View' menu item is clicked, view of the previously edited layer is copied to the current layer.

Fig. 5. Transverse section of midcervical spinal cord model.
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Table 1. Material properties and dimensions of spinal model.

No.

Medium

Thickness
(mm)

1
Air
±
2
Skin
5/3
3
Bone
15
4
Epidural Fat
8/3
5
Cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF)
4
6
White matter (WM)
2
7
Grey matter (GM)
2
Layer Number 8: Central canal of the spinal column

. Color options. The popup menu also contains
color options like `Cyan', `Magenta', `Green',
`Blue', `Black' and `Yellow'. When any of these
color items is clicked for a particular cell, the
cell's color is changed accordingly.
. `SAVE' pushbutton. When `SAVE' pushbutton is
pressed, the current `Horizontal View' properties are saved on the hard disk with file name
topviewCellProperties.mat.
. `CLEAR All' pushbutton. When `CLEAR ALL'
pushbutton is pressed, properties of all the cells
in the current layer are cleared.
. `Enter the Z location for next layer' editable text.
In this text box, the z-axis position for the next
layer is entered. If a new view is being created
and if this textbox is empty and `NEXT' push-

Dielectric
constant ("r 

Permeability
( H/m)

Conductivity
( S/m)

1
44.5
6.4
6.4
60
15
10

4  10ÿ7
4  10ÿ7
4  10ÿ7
4  10ÿ7
4  10ÿ7
4  10ÿ7
4  10ÿ7

0.0
0.01
0.02
0.04
1.7
0.6
0.23

button is pressed, control of the program does
not go to the next layer.
. `NEXT' pushbutton. When the `NEXT' pushbutton is pressed, a new `Horizontal View' window
is opened for the next.
. `OK' pushbutton. When the `OK' pushbutton is
pressed, all cell properties are saved into the
topviewCellProperties.mat file and `Top View'
window is closed and `Main' window is opened
again.
. `SELECT' pushbutton. A user can select a rectangle area of any size using the `SELECT'
pushbutton. This is a very useful feature because
a user can select any number of cells by drawing
a rectangle and can apply all the functions in the
popup menu.

Fig. 6. Horizontal cross section of spinal cord.
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Fig. 7. Induced current density distribution in spinal cord for plane wave incidence at 100 MHz.

`Generate Matrix' pushbutton
When the `Generate Matrix' pushbutton is
pressed a matrix containing position and properties of all the cells is generated. This matrix serves
as the object model in the main FDTD program,
which was described above. The matrix generated
by this final step of the GUI has 6 columns of data,
corresponding to each cell in the object.
These first three columns contain the xcoordinate, y-coordinate and z-coordinate, respectively, of a particular object cell. The last three
columns contain, respectively, the relative permittivity (no units), electric conductivity (Siemens/
meter) and density (Kilograms/meter3) value at
that particular cell. This matrix is saved as a
property.mat file, and is input into the main
FDTD program, described above through the
following command:  load property.mat. Once

the property matrix, which defines the material
properties of the simulation space, is loaded into
the main FDTD program, the latter can be
run to obtain the electromagnetic field (EMF)
distribution.

SIMULATION EXAMPLES
The simulation study performed in this paper
involves the EMF interaction of a uniform plane
wave with the human spinal cord.
Cross-sections of spinal cord
To create various horizontal cross-sections of
spinal cord using the Graphic Property Editor
tool, a model of spinal cord in [8] was used,
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Fig. 8. Induced current density distribution in spinal cord for plane wave incidence at 700 MHz.

whose transverse section of midcervical section is
shown in Fig. 5.
In this simulation study, the following assumptions are made on the cross-section of the spinal
cord:
. The spinal cord cross-section is assumed to be
uniform throughout the length of the spinal
cord.
. The spinal cord is modeled as a concentric
structure, whose dimensions and electrical,
magnetic and material properties are given in
Table 1, taken from reference [8].
Table 1 gives the thickness of the different layers of
the spinal cord, starting with the outermost layer
of air, and going inwards to the innermost layer,
which is the central canal of the spinal cord. Figure
6 shows the cross-sections entered through the

Graphic Property Editor tool for the model
shown in Fig. 5.
The current density induced in the spinal cord is
given by:
J  E

1

where J is the electric current density vector (A/m2),
E(x, y, z) is the electric field vector, and  is the
electricity conductivity distribution, Siemens/m.
Simulation data
The FDTD simulation grid is divided into 30 x
30 x 30 cells along the x-y-z axis, with the cell size
x  y  z  6.7 mm (which corresponds to
 /25 at the maximum frequency of 1.8 GHz,
and time step of t  1.9 sÿ12. The latter parameters were obtained using standard FDTD calculations, which are applicable to the range of
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(a) 3-dimensional view

(b) Cross-sectional view
Fig. 9. Induced current density distribution in spinal cord for plane wave incidence at 1800 MHz.

frequencies used in this simulation study. The
simulations were performed for a spinal cord
length of 20 cm, and a peak incident plane wave
amplitude of 1 V/m. Figure 7 shows the current
density distribution induced in the spinal cord for
plane wave incidence at 100 MHz. Figure 7a illustrates the three-dimensional view, with the peak
current density distribution along the central
conducting axis of the spinal cord structure.
Figure 7b gives the cross-sectional view of the
current density.
Similarly, Figs 8a and 8b show the 3-dimensional view and cross-sectional view, respectively,
of the induced current density distribution for
plane wave incidence frequency of 700 MHz, and
Figs 9a and 9b show the same results for plane

wave incidence frequency of 1800 MHz. The
results showed interestingly that the peak current
density decreased with increase in incident wave
frequency.
CONCLUSIONS
Study and visualization of electromagnetic fields
is an important aspect of graduate curriculum in
electrical or biomedical engineering. This paper
presents a user-friendly finite difference time
domain (FDTD) algorithm that utilizes the
Graphical Property Editor in MATLAB to study
and model electromagnetic fields and media. The
algorithm creates a graphical user interface (GUI)
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that allows the very convenient import of the
simulation object data into the main FDTD algorithm. The running time of the algorithm is also
significantly reduced by the vector-based structure
of the main FDTD program.
Simulation results are presented on the case
study of electromagnetic field (EMF) interaction
with the human spinal cord. A concentric model of

the human spinal cord was created using the GUI
program, and the induced current density was
estimated at different commercially used frequencies. The results show an inverse dependency of
induced current density with the incident wave
frequency.
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